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Learn to write in Arabic In Arabic, there are different levels of language. The written language, which is studied in this book, is literary Arabic, sometimes also called classical Arabic or even modern or standard Arabic. It is the language of the Quran, classical poetry, literature and the media. The Arabic plume consists of 28 consonants
and three long vowels. Each consonant is accompanied by a vowel which is placed above or below the consonant. Arabic speakers are in great demand in the United States, due to the country's political commitments to the Middle East, but only 25 percent of non-native speakers know the language in enough detail to function as
translators, interpreters, analysts, or field agents. Arabic Character Writing For Dummies helps you write this language clearly and correctly. Learn to write the Arabic alphabet Find free instructional videos, flashcards, and printable writing pages online Build upon your mastery of the language Get ahead at work or in your personal
life Arabic Character Writing For Dummies is designed for beginners, students, and lifelong learners wishing to write in Arabic.
This highly illustrated textbook is both a reference and activity book for all beginners and early intermediate students of Arabic. As a reference book, it provides friendly theme-based vocabulary lists to perfect pronunciation through both listening and repetition. As an activity book, it helps absorb and practise vocabulary through a
variety of engaging exercises. Each of the units in the book is divided into two sections with the first section suitable for early beginners, and the second section for late beginners or early intermediate students. Each section presents key vocabulary followed by a wide range of activities. This book assumes a reasonable knowledge of
the Arabic script and basic grammar, and is intended for beginners and early intermediate students to back up learning elsewhere. Vocabulary acquisition and pronunciation are both important but sometimes tricky aspects of learning Arabic, and this book aims to help overcome this.
Write it in Arabic is an alphabet guide and workbook which offers a hands-on approach to learning Arabic. The book covers the 28 letters of the Arabic alphabet, numbers, vowel marks and handwriting. This workbook includes plenty of examples that teach how to read and write the Arabic script, guides students through the
pronunciation of each letter while introducing them to new vocabulary. This book opens from right to left, like any book printed in Arabic.
"The Arabic alphabets and vocabulary builder " is the Best system that has taught thousands of foreign students to learn from ZERO You have always wanted to learn Arabic alphabets but unsure of the course, no worries we have you covered with more FREE YouTube links from reading Arabic alphabets to writing Arabic ARABIC Script
writing By tracing Arabic letters plus word and sentence building with English translation From zero Arabic knowledge to knowing how to write basic Arabic alphabets and joining letters Guaranteed can read & write Arabic in your first lesson Plus know Arabic words "The Arabic alphabets and vocabulary builder ". This book proceeds
step by step through all the letters of the Arabic alphabet, showing the sounds they stand for and how they are combined into words. Nothing essential is left out, but no unnecessary complications are added. To ease of learning the alphabets as a foundation to the foreign language skills will benefit you for future advance learning.
"The Arabic alphabets and vocabulary builder ". Every student of the language should have this book for reference and writing practice, more companies and foreign ambassies are learning a new language skill as Arabic is a must for the middle east region. "The Arabic alphabets and vocabulary builder ". This writing book has all the
essentials of learning Arabic at lower beginner level, from real zero knowledge to able to read. What you get: 135 pages of writing skills Dotted outline of alphabets Large Arabic fonts for easy tracing Greyed alphabets for easy tracing Step by step guide to write Arabic letters & words Explanation of letters when joining other letters
Learn all the basic letters of Arabic alphabets Join alphabets into words Structure words into sentence Writing alphabets for kids & adult
The Ultimate Guide for Arabic handwrting
Arabic Handwriting Practice Book for Beginners - Arabic Alphabet Workbook for Adults
Master Arabic by reading & writing Absolute Beginner level 1
Learn to Read and Write Arabic Using the Tiniest Bit of Vocabulary and Grammar
The Ultimate Beginners Learning Guide: Master The Fundamentals Of The Arabic Language (Learn Arabic, Arabic Language, Arabic for Beginners)
Arabic: An Essential Grammar

Master Arabic script--in which the Koran is written--with this straightforward guide from Teach Yourself. Read and Write Arabic Script is a clear step-by-step guide to the written language, with plenty of examples from real-life texts to show how it works in context and lots of exercises to reinforce your learning. This edition has an easy-to-read
page design. Now fully updated to make your language learning experience fun and interactive. You can still rely on the benefits of a top language teacher and our years of teaching experience, but now added learning features within the course and online.
Whether you’re planning a trip to Morocco, Egypt, or any of the 25 exotic countries where Arabic is spoken, you’ll want to bring along your language skills and "ARABIC in 10 minutes a day” is just the ticket! With a focus on practical words and phrases which every traveler needs, the book and interactive software provide an easy, step-by-step
approach together with useful study tools and fun, computer activities and games. Perfect for students, travelers and international executives worldwide! The "10 minutes a day” Program: The "10 minutes a day” proven methodology guarantees success--all you have to do is set aside 10 minutes and you’ll be on your way. Why 10 minutes a day?
Because 10 minutes is doable, it fits easily into your life and it’s not overwhelming. The program is created so that you can work at your own pace. You set the pace and you decide when you’re ready to move to the next Step. The book is purposely designed to look like a child’s workbook--it’s not intimidating or overwhelming. Instead, it’s
approachable and engaging for everyone at any age. The book covers material equivalent to more than a year of high school Arabic or the 1st quarter of Arabic at university. The vocabulary hones in on key essential words that you’ll actually use when traveling. You’ll learn Key Question Words so you can ask for what you need; money and
numbers so you can shop and pay bills; directions so you can get to your destination smoothly, and so much more that will make your experience abroad enjoyable. Study aids and fun activities such as word games, puzzles and interactive modules are academically designed and strategically interwoven into the program to help you succeed.
Contents include: The 132-page illustrated workbook: Use the book to guide you, step-by-step, through learning and speaking Arabic. Full color throughout: Visually engages you and is conducive to learning quickly. Digital download of "10 minutes a day” language learning software: Use the interactive modules to hear the words, practice and
play, track your score and have fun! (PC and Mac friendly) 150 Sticky Labels (both in the book and for your computer): Place the Sticky Labels around the house and office to learn new words without any extra time or effort. Use the interactive Sticky Labels module on your computer to hear the words, review, keep track of your score and
improve. Ready-made Flash Cards (both in the book and for your computer): Take the ready-made flash cards with you and review your vocabulary on the go. Use the interactive Flash Card module on your computer to hear the words, practice and test yourself. The Arabic alphabet: Use this lesson to learn the Arabic script. Write each letter and
become familiar with its pronunciation. With a little practice, you’ll be on your way to reading Arabic in the very next lesson. Cut-out Menu Guide: Practice at your local restaurant and take it on your trip. Pronunciation Guide: With the Guide and simple phonetics above each Arabic word, it’s easy for native English speakers to begin speaking
Arabic with the correct pronunciation. Glossary of over 2,000 new words, definitions, and pronunciation: So you can quickly look up an Arabic word, its pronunciation and definition.
Now completely revised and updated, this popular guide to the Arabic language has been a valuable resource for students for many years. In Arabic and Roman script, the book includes a guide to writing in Arabic, model sentences and vocabulary, explanations of irregular forms, and illustrations from the prose and poetry of eminent Arabic
writers. Forty-four lessons offer grammar instruction, from the rudimentary to the more complex.
Regarded as one of the most difficult languages to learn for native English speakers by the U.S. State Department, Arabic is gaining both prominence and importance in America. Recent world events have brought more and more Americans and other English speakers into contact with Arabic-speaking populations, and governments and
businesses are increasingly aware of the importance of basic Arabic language skills. Arabic for Dummies provides you with a painless and fun way to start communicating in Arabic. Why should you learn Arabic? Well, besides the fact that over 200 million people in more than 22 nations use it to communicate, there are tons of reasons to get up
to speed this 1,400 year old language, including: Nearly all of the Middle-East speaks Arabic or one of its dialects Basic Arabic skills are extremely useful for anyone traveling to, doing business in, or serving in the Middle East It is the language in which the Koran is written There is a rich, centuries-old literary tradition in Arabic Arabic For
Dummies presents the language in the classic, laid-back For Dummies style. Taking a relaxed approach to this difficult language, it’s packed with practice dialogues and communication tips that will have you talking the talk in no time. You’ll get the scoop on: The Arabic alphabet, pronunciation, basic grammar, and the rules of transliteration
The history of the language and information on classical Arabic and its dialects How to make small talk and make yourself understood when dining, shopping, or traveling around town How to communicate on the phone and in business conversations Handy words and phrases for dealing with money, directions, hotels, transportation, and
emergencies Arabic culture and etiquette, including ten things you should never do in Arabic countries The book also includes an Arabic-English dictionary, verb tables, and an audio CD with dialogues from the book to help you perfect your pronunciation. Written by a native Arabic speaker who helped start a year-round Arabic department at
Middlebury College, Arabic For Dummies is just what you need to start making yourself understood in Arabic. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook file.
Arabic For Dummies
Read and Write Arabic Script
All Strangers Are Kin
Write It In Arabic
Write It in Arabic, Second Edition
ZERO ARABIC START LEARNING ARABIC ALPHABETS self-study
This textbook is an engaging, highly illustrated guide to learning handwriting as opposed to the printed form of the Arabic script. Well-formed and fluent handwriting is much admired throughout the Arab world. The book teaches Arabic handwriting in the form universally used by adult native
speakers (riq'a) and compares it with naskh, the usual printed form. There are three parts to the book covering: the basic letter shapes, combinations of letters and an additional extended writing section. Clear examples, a wealth of practice material, insider tips from a leading expert, and
lively activities and photos make the book easy to follow and enjoyable to work through. The book can be used to supplement the popular Mastering Arabic courses or independently from them. Aimed at beginners or early intermediate learners of Arabic, Mastering Arabic Script is ideal for both
self-study use and classroom courses.
Learn Arabic in 4 Simple Steps. With Living Language Complete Arabic: The Basics, you’ll start by learning words, and then you’ll progress to phrases, sentences, and conversations. This simple four-step building block approach will have you speaking with confidence right from the beginning,
and you’ll be able to learn gradually and effectively. If you’re confident in your pronunciation, then this coursebook includes everything you need - vocabulary, grammar, culture, and practice. But you can also use this book along with the three hours of recordings included in the Living
Language Complete Arabic: The Basics compact disc package, which also includes an Arabic script guide. This comprehensive coursebook includes: •40 step-by-step lessons •Practical vocabulary and authentic everyday usage •Simple explanations and plenty of examples •Supplemental sections,
including e-mail and internet resources •A comprehensive grammar reference section
Discusses the basics of the Arabic language and provides instruction in the Arabic alphabet
Just, 20% of the words in a language make up to 80% of the conversations we face in our daily life. You may not be speaking like a native immediately, but you'll have a solid base and the ability to keep improving and developing yourself. This method is suitable for everyone from frequent
travelers to first timers, as well as language students and enthusiasts.'Let's Talk Arabic' is the faster and easier way to learn this language as it is:• Step-by-step lessons to teach you conversational Arabic from the beginning• Practical vocabulary and authentic everyday usage• Simple
explanations and plenty of examples and exercises• Supported by Pictures, two colors texts• A grammar reference sections• an effective guide teaches you everything you need to know about Arabic culture.There are simple step-by-step explanations, plenty of practice talking exercises. No
previous knowledge of Arabic is assumed.- The book teaches the basics of Modern Standard Arabic using a simple and effective building-block method which is proven, simple, solid and reliable, as it has been successful for few years!- The book includes everything you need for the Beginner's
level- vocabulary, grammar, culture, and practice, and English - Arabic - English dictionary.This book will teach you the basics of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), which is the modernization of the Classical Arabic structures, as well as additions from the main dialects spoken all over the Arab
world.- The book is supported by audio lessons, facebook page, and website.
Read and Speak Arabic for Beginners, Second Edition
The Basics
???? ??? ???? ??????? ????????
Let's Talk Arabic
A Beginner's Guide to Arabic Letters and Words
Adventures in Arabic and the Arab World
A comprehensive Arabic course "Reading, Writing & speaking" Essential phrase “ZERO ARABIC START LEARNING ARABIC ALPHABETS self-study“ is the Best system that has taught thousands of foreign students to learn from ZERO □ ARABIC Script writing □ By tracing Arabic letters plus word and sentence building with English translation. □ From zero Arabic knowledge to knowing how to write basic Arabic alphabets and joining letters □ The author link
YouTube videos of lessons for the “Zero Arabic” FREE □ More resource with YouTube “Reading course” □ Guaranteed can read & write Arabic at the end of this course □ Plus know Arabic words “ZERO ARABIC START LEARNING ARABIC ALPHABETS self-study“. This Arabic e-book will teach you step by step learning basic Arabic alphabets & essential Arabic dialogues not to mention some extra practical sentence building, you may be worried or sceptic to take this
course, but no worries, the author has a YouTube channel for this course absolutely FREE for you at no extra cost. “ZERO ARABIC START LEARNING ARABIC ALPHABETS self-study“. This book is a must to read & learn. You get to write Arabic alphabets & write plus essential Arabic dialogues to speed up your learning curves. “ZERO ARABIC START LEARNING ARABIC ALPHABETS self-study“. The author will lead you from real zero and basic to mastering
basic alphabets plus merging of alphabets into words, and more, construction of simple sentence. What you get: □ 90 pages of writing skills □ Dotted outline of alphabets □ Large Arabic fonts for easy tracing □ Greyed alphabets for easy tracing □ Step by step guide to write Arabic letters & words □ FREE YouTube link to learn Arabic letters and vocabularies □ Explanation of letters when joining other letters □ Learn all the basic letters of Arabic alphabets □ Join alphabets
into words □ Structure words into sentence □ Writing alphabets for kids & adults.
Learn helpful Arabic vocabulary without being intimidated by its non-Roman script! Your desire to learn Arabic may be twarted by its script; how will you pick up the language if you can't understand its characters? Read and Speak Arabic for Beginners overcomes this obstacle by providing an accessible, entertaining program that will reinforce vocabulary as well as help you create basic structures. Each of the eight topics develop your communication skills in key areas, and
your progress will be reinforced by tests and puzzles. The accompanying 55-minute audio CD contains all the key words and phrases for you to listen to and repeat. It also features entertaining listening activities and games for additional reinforcement. Two-color layout and photographs throughout to illustrate key vocabulary. Proven approach combines games, puzzles, flashcards, and audio to aid language. Clear explanations of how basic phrases are used for practical
communication. Audio CD/MP3s for correct pronunciation provides speaking and listening practice and audio games; detachable flashcards allow language reinforcement. Topics include: What is your name?; Where are you from?; What is this?; Where is it?; What's it like?;How do I get there?;Who's this?; What do you do?
This new edition of Colloquial Arabic of the Gulf has been revised and updated to make learning this variety of Arabic easier and more enjoyable than ever before. Specially written by an expert for self-study and classroom use, the course offers you a step-by-step approach to spoken Arabic of the Gulf, together with an introduction to reading signs, business cards, advertisements and other realia. No prior knowledge of the language is required. Each unit presents numerous
grammatical points that are reinforced with a wide range of exercises for regular practice. A full answer key can be found at the back as well as useful vocabulary summaries throughout. Features new to this edition include: a ‘Cultural Point’ section in each unit on important aspects of Gulf culture, society and history, with photographs and realia a ‘Reading Arabic’ section in each unit, plus a special appendix on the Arabic script comprehensive glossaries, both English-Arabic and
Arabic-English, containing all the words in the book extra notes on the dialects of Oman. By the end of this rewarding course you will be able to communicate confidently and effectively in Arabic in a broad range of situations. Audio material to accompany the course is available to download free in MP3 format from www.routledge.com/cw/colloquials. Recorded by native speakers, the audio material features the dialogues and texts from the book and will help develop your
listening and pronunciation skills. .
Arabic for Beginners is an ideal introductory textbook--quickly teaching you everything you need to get started learning this beautiful language. Spoken by over 400 million people, Arabic is the world's 5th most spoken language. This book teaches language students Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), which is understood by all native Arabic speakers. Though spoken dialects vary widely by region, MSA is taught at schools throughout all Arab countries and is the prominent
language of TV, print media, advertisements, signs and more. This useful resource includes: Real-life, easy-to-grasp dialogues that increase your proficiency Free, corresponding audio recordings by native speakers that help you accurately pronounce Arabic words Practice sections in each chapter that reinforce the lessons and help you progress Interesting lessons on culture, geography, customs, pastimes, and everyday life that offer an insight into the Arabic world "Reflections"
at the end of each chapter that allow you to record what you have learned, helping you to keep track of your progress Once you have finished this book, you will be able to read and write in the language, express your feelings, read signs, ask for directions and more! Author Sarah Risha has taught Arabic for over 20 years to thousands of students and with this book has developed an engaging set of lessons that will teach Arabic language students the basics.
A Workbook And Step-by-step Guide To Writing The Arabic Alphabet
Arabic Alphabet
How to Read and Write It
Arabic Writing Practice Book Arabic for Beginners Learn to Write Arabic Calligraphy
Arabic in 10 Minutes a Day
Three in one Learn how to read, write and speak Arabic for beginners and develop your vocabulary from words and sounds according to international phonetic symbols, in addition, this book helps you develop your vocabulary and master your calligraphy skills ?Cover: soft matte ?Pages: 8.5*11 ?Pages: 90 have fun
This hugely successful beginner's course offers modern, engaging Modern Standard Arabic lessons through lively dialogues, varied exercises and fascinating cultural insights. This is the only user-friendly, accessible beginner level course on the market accompanied by audio CDs with native Arabic speakers. It suits an incredibly diverse learner base - self-study, through community college and school, to university primer/first year
course. Students can continue their learning with a workbook "Mastering Arabic 1 Activity Book" and the new second level course "Mastering Arabic 2 with 2 Audio CDs".
Explains how to learn foreign languages, offering practical advice for overcoming the obstacles.
The Arabic script should no longer look like scribbles. With no lengthy introductions or linguistic complication, this book is a hands-on guide to learning how to read and write in Arabic. The book illustrates how to write the basic shapes of the letter and how to join letters to form words. It offers plenty of exercises and examples, and introduces readers to commonly used Arabic words and how to pronounce them.
Arabic-English Bilingual Visual Dictionary
The Ultimate Arabic Handwriting Guide
Easy Arabic Script
Master the arabic alphabet, a handwriting practice workbook: learn how to read and write: Alif Baa/read and speak arabic for beginners, perfect your calligraphy skills and dominate the modern standard Arabic Script
Arabic Verbs & Essentials of Grammar, 2E
Writing Arabic
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Learn the Arabic Alphabet along with basics of the Arabic language in fast and fun ways. With easy exercises you will know how to read, pronounce, and write in Arabic. This book is a great Arabic Primer for students, teachers, parents, business people, military personnel, travelers and anyone who loves to learn. You can download, print, and share the free supplemental gifts, "Arabic Alphabet Flash Cards Coloring Pages" and "Writing Arabic Playsheets."
Find these gifts at http: //wilddivinetribe.com/how-to-manifest/learn-the-arabic-alphabet/ (The supplements are free to share. So, feel free to make copies of the Flash Card Coloring Pages and Playsheets for yourself, your children, your students and your friends.)If you want to begin to learn Arabic but find it challenging, then this ebook is a good starting point for you. This is a short but concise read because I was asked to create it for children and adults with
short attention spans, and that includes me. These exercises are effective. Have fun learning Arabic
Mastering Arabic Script: A Guide to HandwritingBloomsbury Publishing
This book is designed to teach the beginner a basic vocabulary of 100 Arabic words—covering 8 everyday topics: around the home/ clothes/ around town (including transportation)/ countryside/ essentials/ opposities/ animals/ parts of the body.
Now learning non-Roman-alphabet languages is as easy as A-B-C! Read and Write Arabic Script will help you read and write simple Arabic. This book is a step-by-step introduction to the script that will enable you to read Arabic signs, notices, advertisements and headlines. Even if you think learning the script is a daunting prospect, this book will make it simple. The alphabet is introduced in stages and there's lots of practice of each new character before the
next one is introduced. There are plenty of example words and phrases that are seen everywhere in any Arabic-speaking environment so you can familiarize yourself with the most common signs and directions. By the end of the book, you will be reading and writing simple Arabic with confidence and be prepared for your next trip to the Middle East or further study of the language. Features: One, five and ten-minute introductions to key principles to get you
started Author insights for lots of instant help with common problems and quick tips for success, based on the author’s many years of experience Useful vocabulary, easy to find and learn, to build a solid foundation for speaking Extra online articles at teachyourself.com to give a richer understanding of the Arabic-speaking culture
Easy Arabic Grammar
Colloquial Arabic of the Gulf
Arabic
Your First 100 Words in Arabic (Book Only)
The Arabic Alphabet
Learn Arabic with Teach Yourself

Provides an easy-to-understand, practical guide to Arabic script. Explains the basic letter shapes, the combinations of letters, and different writing methods.--From publisher's description.
Features brand-new “Top 300” verb index Includes language tables that enable quick and easy reference Examples using contemporary language provide a sense of real-life situations
Presents a beginnning guide to letters and words in Arabic, explaining how to draw and pronounce each letter, and providing some relevant cultural and geographic pieces of information.
Are You Looking For A Good Beginners Guide To Learn Arabic? Do You Have Arabic Roots? Do You Want To Visit The Middle East? The reality is that if YOU Know Arabic it will make your trip and experience in The Middle East 10 times better. People love to hear foreigners speak their local language and Arabic is no different. People will open up and smile more if
you can speak a little bit of this beautiful and rare language. The Middle East is a beautiful area that is often overlooked. The Middle East has a majestic and stunning landscape and a fascinating ancient history.I am a very proud Arab who loves the Whole Middle East and the Arabic Language and wants to make sure that this language is learned by as many people as
possible. I am an Arabic Linguist with various Higher Education Degrees in Arabic and I spent most of my life studying and teaching the language. I have worked with hundreds of happy foreign students in the last 20 years. My experience has helped me figure out what is the BEST way to learn this very difficult language. This is why I have laid out my life's work in
teaching Arabic to foreign students to create a simple and understandable book that will help someone learn the basics of Arabic in the fastest time possible. Arabic is an extremely hard language that's why a simple and well thought out guide is the best way to learn Arabic . ↓↓↓↓ If YOUR ready to learn Arabic NOW! Scroll up, grab this book, and take the first steps to
get the most out of YOUR Arabic Experience!
Mastering Arabic Vocabulary and Pronunciation
How To Learn Arabic Fast
Learn to Write Arabic Calligraphy
Arabic Alphabets & Vocabulary Builder 1
Read and Write Arabic Script: A Teach Yourself Guide
How to Learn a Foreign Language
Limited time special offer! The purpose of this book is to help you learn the basis of the arabic alphabet. Repeating the exercise will allow you to develop accuracy and help you visually to memorize the shapes of each arabic letter. Each writing page is preceded by an illustration to bring a fun side to learning. We hope you will enjoy this book. The book is printed on very good quality paper with a beautiful, easy to carry.
An exceptionally clear and accessible reference and workbook for anyone who wants to learn Arabic Easy Arabic Grammar is both a handy grammar reference and a primer/workbook for beginning to intermediate-level students of Arabic. Clear structural explanations and practice activities make it a perfect companion for formal language classes as well as any self-teaching course.
The newest edition to the Visual Bilingual Dictionary series, this title will help the international visitor-whether for business or recreational-adsorb essential vocabulary in Portuguese.
Bite-Size Arabic is a textbook for absolute beginners designed for both independent learners and traditional language courses. It takes a minimal approach by introducing the alphabet gradually, with just a few letters per lesson. As you learn new letters, you also learn just enough vocabulary and grammar to put them into practice, allowing you to read complete simple sentences right from the second lesson. Everything is explained in
simple language, and the book uses big, easy-to-read Arabic script with ample phonetic transcription. It contains lots of easy exercises with answer keys, and you can listen to the pronunciation on the free companion website. The focus is on informal Standard Arabic, the ideal basis for learning any variety of Arabic.
Bite-Size Arabic
Mastering Conversational Arabic
A Practical Introduction to Ruq'ah Script
Pocket Guide to Arabic Script
Complete Arabic
Arabic for Beginners

This is the Teacher's Edition of Alif Baa, Third Edition. It includes the text, accompanying DVD, and the answer key all bound in to one book. Request a Desk/Exam copy here. The best-selling Alif Baa is the first volume of the Al-Kitaab Arabic language program and is now available in a new third edition. In this new version of
the introduction to Arabic letters and sounds, English-speaking students will find an innovative integration of colloquial and formal (spoken and written) Arabic. Together, the book and new companion website provide learners with all the material necessary to learn the sounds of Arabic, write its letters, and begin speaking
Arabic, including interactive, self-correcting exercises to enhance learning. The companion website also gives instructors additional online grading options. FEATURES • Four-color design throughout the book features over 100 illustrations and photographs • Gives learners and instructors color-coded options for the variety of
language they wish to learn in speaking: Egyptian, Levantine, or formal Arabic (MSA) • Introduces over 200 basic vocabulary words in all three forms of spoken and written Arabic side by side, including expressions for polite social interaction, and activates them in interactive homework exercises and classroom groupwork •
Includes video dialogues in Egyptian and Levantine, filmed in Cairo and Damascus • Includes video footage of an Arabic calligrapher, capsules on Arabic culture, and images of street signs from Morocco, Egypt, and Lebanon • Includes new English-Arabic and Arabic-English glossaries, searchable in the companion website •
Textbook includes a convenient DVD with the basic audio and video materials (no interactive exercises) for offline study that will play in iTunes and compatible MP3 players • New companion website (sold separately) -- alkitaabtextbook.com -- features a fully integrated set of interactive exercises with all the video and audio
materials and additional online course management and grading options for teachers Alif Baa provides the essential first 20-25 contact (classroom) hours of the Al-Kitaab program, accompanied by 40-50 homework hours. Students who complete Alif Baa should reach a novice-intermediate to novice-high level of proficiency.
""Anyone learning on their own can benefit immensely from this book as it contains exercises to build core competencies that are needed and then moves on to letter formation and then to the connecting of groups of letters. It's the only book of it's kind that I've been able to find that's written in english!"" - Omar Khan,
sotne.com ""This book is a hidden treasure compared to all the other books out there for calligraphy enthusiast who are looking for a comprehensive guide to arabic calligraphy in english. The author does a great job in breaking down the techniques, guides you with traditional information and is not afraid to use modern
methodology when needed to help the student. With a short intro to history, and detail of breaking down the strokes with color codes, this book is really helpful. I highly recommend this book." "- Aisha Changezi This 160 page book is a beginner's guide to learning Arabic calligraphy. Apart from the many pages of pure
content on the scripting art, the book covers several intangible issues and roadblocks faced by starters and provides ways of overcoming them. Recommended practice routines and tips on staying determined are highlighted to provide help to the beginner. The book begins its journey by reviewing the astounding roots and
evolution of the Arabic script and how the scripts in use today emerged over time. Using a staggered approach, the book begins from the absolute basics - the inidivdual letters. The book does not end at instructions on scripting paired letters and full words, but actually leads students into creating full-blown masterpieces.
If you are here, that means you've made the right decision. Studying a foreign language must start with the alphabet. This book will guide you and teach you to write your first Arabic letter the easiest, and importantly THE RIGHT WAY. Arabic writing can be confusing when you are a complete beginner and don't know what
form of the letter you have to write, that's why this book has come out to teach you the differences between the forms of the Arabic letters (Isolated, Initial, Medial or Final letters). Every letter of the alphabet is accompanied by small arrows to show you the writing path so you can follow, that way the writing will be so
simple and understandable. What you will get: 28 Letters ʾalif to yāʾ Learn the whole alphabet. Big and clear examples that show you how to write letters by following arrows. Isolated, Initial, Medial, and Final form for every letter of the alphabet Enough room to write and practice. Large print pages: 8.5 x 11-inch sized pages,
for easy viewing, and a great writing experience. Scroll up and click on the "Add to Cart" button and start your Arabic Learning Journey. *This book is designed for all ages but we don't recommend it for toddlers as it doesn't contain any eye-catchy colors or images
An American woman determined to learn the Arabic language travels to the Middle East to pursue her dream in this “witty memoir” (Us Weekly). The shadda is the key difference between a pigeon (hamam) and a bathroom (hammam). Be careful, our professor advised, that you don’t ask a waiter, ‘Excuse me, where is the
pigeon?’—or, conversely, order a roasted toilet . . . If you’ve ever studied a foreign language, you know what happens when you first truly and clearly communicate with another person. As Zora O’Neill recalls, you feel like a magician. If that foreign language is Arabic, you just might feel like a wizard. They say that Arabic
takes seven years to learn and a lifetime to master. O’Neill had put in her time. Steeped in grammar tomes and outdated textbooks, she faced an increasing certainty that she was not only failing to master Arabic, but also driving herself crazy. She took a decade-long hiatus, but couldn’t shake her fascination with the
language or the cultures it had opened up to her. So she decided to jump back in—this time with a new approach. In this book, she takes us along on her grand tour through the Middle East, from Egypt to the United Arab Emirates to Lebanon and Morocco. She’s packed her dictionaries, her unsinkable sense of humor, and
her talent for making fast friends of strangers. From quiet, bougainvillea-lined streets to the lively buzz of crowded medinas, from families’ homes to local hotspots, she brings a part of the world thousands of miles away right to your door—and reminds us that learning another tongue leaves you rich with so much more than
words. “You will travel through countries and across centuries, meeting professors and poets, revolutionaries, nomads, and nerds . . . [A] warm and hilarious book.” —Annia Ciezadlo, author of Day of Honey “Her tale of her ‘Year of Speaking Arabic Badly’ is a genial and revealing pleasure.” —The Seattle Times
Read and Write the Arabic Alphabet
Sugar Comes from Arabic
Mastering Arabic
Mastering Arabic Script: A Guide to Handwriting
The Best System that Has Taught Thousand of Foreign Students from Zero, Step by Step Guide Tracing Arabic Letters,
Arabic Character Writing For Dummies
Arabic: An Essential Grammar is an up-to-date and practical reference guide to the most important aspects of the language. Suitable for beginners, as well as intermediate students, this book offers a strong foundation for learning the fundamental grammar and structure of Arabic. The complexities of the language are set out in short, readable
sections, and exercises and examples are provided throughout. The book is ideal for independent learners as well as for classroom study. Features of this book include: coverage of the Arabic script and alphabet a chapter on Arabic handwriting a guide to pronunciation full examples throughout.
Presents a complete guide to the Arabic writing system, with a summary on word structure and grammar.
This comprehensive course in modern, standard Arabic focuses on teaching both the script and the spoken language.
Beginner's Quick & Easy Guide to Demystifying Non-Roman Scripts
A Workbook and Step-by-Step Guide to Writing the Arabic Alphabet
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